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 z Mr_Wizard: For playing DVD, see - "libdvdcss2" can be found at!Medibuntu or (for Feisty and earlier) - Try k9copy (available in!Universe) for backing up DVDs alexanderwz: use google and search for linux rescue mode I have a problem when I use vlc with DVD, the audio and video skip in a way that is not normal and the visual is not correct mistone: What do you mean by "normal"? mistone: do
you mean that you have problems with any DVD? yes when I try to play some DVD from ubuntu it fails and does not work in VLC or in any other player I have problems with any DVD only with a movie that has the DVD 5.1 bulmer: Thanks, I will try that mistone: Maybe you are using the wrong output option, what does 'normal' mean for you? How to fix this error?: "Could not open the file

/etc/apt/sources.list - open (2 No such file or directory)" alexanderwz: sorry..that wasnt meant for you..it was meant for Mr_Wizard mistone: from the website, try VLC with -demuxer dvd the audio and video do not work the video is all black and the audio skip like its showing the audio in that part where the video is supposed to be mistone: You need to explain better what you mean by normal. What
is normal? i mean that the audio and video work in the DVD menu but not when I try to play the actual DVD AlexC: the normal way is like in a normal DVD 82157476af
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